


Theatre 
that gets

in the
way



I am a believer in the theater 
that gets in the way. The theatre
that gets in the way in politics, 
social life and people’s most 
intimate secrets. The theatre 
that holds an opinion on these 
matters, expresses it openly and 
attempts to defend it.

Zygmunt Hübner



performances

In each season, Powszechny Theatre presents 
approximately 8 premieres. We strive to relate to 
the best traditions of this place through varied 
theatrical forms, with contemporary works and 
creative reimagining of classic plays, aiming to 
debate hot issues with our viewers. Instead of 
simple acceptance, this debate means weighing 
arguments, contesting and provoking, with 
emphasis on topics which have been pushed to 
the margin of the public debate. We work with 
known theatre artists of the critical theatre 
movement as well as young artists, who are given 
the opportunity to develop their own vision of the 
theatre with us. Increasingly often, we collaborate 
with important foreign directors, many of whom 
work in Poland for the first time. Our numerous 
premieres are accompanied by educational 
efforts, workshops, cycles of debates, lectures, 
concerts and exhibitions. 



A political conspiracy, the assassination of the 
dictator, civil war Shakespeare used the history of the 
assassination of Roman dictator Julius Caesar and its 
consequences to discuss the possible prospect of civil 
war in England and the society destined for doom.

The play by Barbara Wysocka presents the modern 
political realities created by ruthless politicians who 
are thirsty for power but lack efficient managerial 
competence, along with the outline of citizens, the 
hostages to the political coup that can be easily 
manipulated on the basis of fabricated arguments and 
free distribution of public money. It’s a vision of politics 
which is mainly fuelled by the corpse of the former ruler 
with words such as Freedom, Honour, Homeland until 
they turn into an ominous, political phrase.

Julius Ceasar
based on William Shakespeare’s drama
director: Barbara Wysocka

Golden Yorick 2016
at the 20th 

Shakespeare Festival 
in Gdansk

dramaturg Tomasz Śpiewak
set designer Barbara Hanicka
costume designer Julia Kornacka
lighting director Artur Sienicki
assistants Marta Aksztin, Kornelia Dzikowska
stage manager Barbara Sadowska
actors Anna Moskal, Barbara Wysocka,  
Arkadiusz Brykalski, Michał Czachor,  
Grzegorz Falkowski, Michał Jarmicki, 
Mateusz Łasowski

‘Julius Caesar’ (…) will suck 
you in and make you feel 
the rhythm. It’s a powerful 
depiction of methods that 
fool the crowds, instil fear 
of authoritarianism, and 
show the ineffectuality of its 
countermeasures. 

Witold Mrozek 
Gazeta Wyborcza 

The depiction of political 
manipulation of the society, 
along with its mechanisms, 
beguiled crowds, empty 
promises in exchange for 
subsequent honours. It 
never ends and it never 
changes says ‘Julius Caesar’ 
from Warsaw. A strong 
message from a fascinating 
performance. 

Jacek Wakar 
Dziennik. Gazeta Prawna



writer and dramaturg Jolanta Janiczak
set designer Mirek Kaczmarek
costume designer Jolanta Janiczak, Hanna Maciąg
music Bartosz Dziadosz (Pleq)
lighting director Marek Kozakiewicz
video Hanna Maciąg, Marek Kozakiewicz
stage manager Kuba Olszak
actors: Klara Bielawka,Julia Wyszyńska, Jacek Beler, 
Michał Czachor, Mateusz Łasowski, Dawid Rafalski

Everybody Gets 
What They  
Believe In
 
based on Master and Margarita,  
Michaił Bułhakow’s novel 
director: Wiktor Rubin

Seventy years after their visit to Moscow, Woland 
and his entourage from ‘The Master and Margarita’ 
(Mikhail Bulgakov) move to Warsaw. Equipped with 
a modern equipment, including GoPro and drones, 
they observe residents doing their day-to-day tasks, 
visit them at work, approach them at a park or in 
a tram, admiring their efforts and hardship. The 
entourage registers conversations, collects pictures, 
writes down opinions, examines the reasons for 
unusual phenomena. The goal of all this to sit later 
behind a large, round table in the Powszechny Theatre 
and meet those residents in person to see whether 
they have changed much. They want to know who is 
this famous free man, the product of a young, barely 
30-year-old democracy.

The entourage wants to learn about this man’s 
problems, hopes, attitudes, and dreams. They are 
interested in whether people trust each other, whether 
they are ashamed of speaking up on their own, 
whether the residential issues are still up-to-date. 
What do they miss? Do they still want to have a story 
about one, true, absolute love?

Wiktor Rubin – the Best Director 
at the 9th Divine Comedy 
National Theatre Festival

Award of the Chairman of the 
City Council of Szczecin on 
Counterpoint Festival 2017

A fiendish performance exposing political mechanisms will 
be the axis of a carefully directed democratic procedure, 
diminishing the alertness of the viewers, who sit around a 
huge round table. Michał Czachor (Woland) and Mateusz 
Łasowski (Behemoth) engage the audience in interactive 
theatre with finesse and ironic grace, establish a connection 
with them and initiate a dialogue, improvising wonderfully – 
they seduce, coax and even court the viewers.

Paweł Soszyński, Dwutygodnik



Grand Prix for 
Katarzyna Borkowska 

for the best scenography 
and costumes scenery  
at Costumes Festival  

 ‘Scene in Construction’  
in Lublin

Another excellent thing about Marciniak’s play is the coex-
istence of spirituality and corporeality (something that is 
not particularly popular in Polish culture). It is not just about 
showing the life of a cult on stage, it is also an invitation for 
the viewers to join multi-sensory reception. (…) As pointed 
out by Adam Lipszyc, in ‘The Books of Jacob’, a carni-
valesque mood is combined with melancholy. It is similar in 
the case of Ewelina Marciniak, where laughter (sometimes 
even hovering on the verge of farce) is mixed with longing 
for a hippie-like community.

Marcin Bogucki, e-teatr.pl

According to a Jewish tradition, the baptism of 
a commune member is a mortal sin. Nevertheless, in 
the 18th century, Jakub Lejbowicz, who goes by the 
name Franek, managed to convince six thousand Jews 
from the Eastern borderlands of the First Republic of 
Poland to commit this disgraceful act.

In the adaptation of a monumental novel by 
Tokarczuk, Ewelina Marciniak focuses on universal 
values that could have determined accession to 
Franek’s heretical sect: the need for personal freedom, 
the equality before the law, a feeling of community, 
and most of all the need for faith and religious 
experience. Marciniak investigates the way in which 
contact with the divine is not only experienced by soul, 
but also flesh. She observes how this contact appears 
in daily situations and rituals, which were the center 
of a religious cult. She is trying to find out about the 
closeness between erotic and mystic experiences.

dramaturgs Magdalena Kupryjanowicz, Jan Czapliński
dolls director Agata Kucińska
set and costume designer, lighting director Katarzyna Borkowska
choreographer Kaya Kołodziejczyk
music Barbara Derlak (Chłopcy kontra Basia), Wojtek Urbański 
(from the band Rysy)
director’s assistant Karolina Szczypek
stage manager Kuba Olszak
actors Karolina Adamczyk, Eliza Borowska, Aleksandra Bożek, 
Barbara Derlak, Maja Kleszcz, Magdalena Koleśnik, 
Agata Woźnicka, Julia Wyszyńska, Michał Czachor, 
Dobromir Dymecki, Michał Jarmicki, Mateusz Łasowski, 
Wojciech Niemczyk, Bartosz Porczyk, Julian Świeżewski

The Books of 
Jacob
based on Olga Tokarczuk’s novel
director: Ewelina Marciniak



La Biennale di Venezia  
The Silver Lion  
for innovation 

in theatre for director  
Maja Kleczewska 

The Rage inaugurated  
the Biennale Teatro

‘The Rage’ is a terrific and provocative play which says that 
the responsibility of an individual easily disperses in the 
society, which triggers terrible consequences. The actors talk 
about the God a lot. But the God, once he actually appears in 
this weird world, in our world, he only acts as a catalyst for our 
hidden desires, gilded fetish, as an unfulfilled promise, a tool 
of a criminal ideology. Anyway, as aptly stated during the last 
scene by Elfriede (amazing Aleksandra Bożek) is it possible 
that in this world which witnesses so much evil every day, 
there is still a chance for any true God? One thing is certain: 
regardless of the religious and cultural entourage, we are the 
architects of this misfortune. Hell is not them; hell is us.

Michał Centkowski

Elfriede Jelinek started to write the script for ‘The Rage’ 
after the Charlie Hebdo attack and the assassination of 
four customers of a kosher shop. ‘The Rage’ is told by an 
individual voice, but it is the ‘we’ that we hear the most, 
the ‘we’ that smoothly transfers from victims to fighters.
‘Kill everyone who is not with us! That’s a rather simple 
message. People hear and listen to it, and later it is 
already too late to do anything. The slaughterhouse 
has begun. There was uproar, there were screams, and 
nothing else’.

We are becoming the victims of a narcissistic, blinding 
anger of self-appointed fighters who proclaim that their 
fate is the fate of the entire world. Orphaned many 
times– by fathers, mothers, fatherland, property, and 
direction, they begin to orphan others in return. This is 
the reason why the perspective of the actors is changing 
and merging: an orchestrated rage which resolves all 
doubts and all apathy, building certainty and rules of 
the game. It is certain that Jelinek wrote a play that 
became a sad forecast about the present reality.  
“I could write ‘The Rage’ ad infinitum” says Jelinek.

translator Karolina Bikont
dramaturg Łukasz Chotkowski
writers Maja Kleczewska, Łukasz Chotkowski
set designer Zbigniew Libera
costume designer Konrad Parol
music Cezary Duchnowski
lighting director Piotr Pieczyński  
in collaboration with Zbigniew Libera and Ewa Łuczak
video, found footage Ewa Łuczak
director’s assistants Zofia Gustowska, Grzegorz Simborowski
set designer’s assistant Ewa Małas
stage manager Sylwia Merk
actors Karolina Adamczyk, Aleksandra Bożek, 
Anna Dzieduszycka, Magdalena Koleśnik, Kaya Kołodziejczyk, 
Mamadou Goo Bâ, Michał Czachor, Michał Jarmicki, 
Wiktor Loga-Skarczewski, Mateusz Łasowski, Arkadiusz Pyć, 
Julian Świeżewski, Robert Wasiewicz

The Rage
by Elfriede Jelinek
director: Maja Kleczewska



This is a landmark produc-
tion of Polish theatre a long 
overdue airing of very real 
concerns about the per-
sonal, political and artistic 
freedoms of an entire 
country. (...) this is visceral, 
thoughtful, necessary thea-
tre. Ensuring that ‘The Curse’ 
continues to run is a matter 
of international urgency. 

Andrew Haydon, The Stage

‘The Curse’ examines the 
relationship between the 
Polish Catholic church and 
the state, and condemns 
the authorities for failing to 
respond to allegations of 
child abuse by members of 
the clergy.

Christian Davies, The Guardian

The world of Polish theatre 
has changed a lot after 
18 February 2017.  
‘The Curse’ is an 
outstanding and brilliant 
play, and also evolutionary 
in the most appropriate 
sense of that word.

Witold Mrozek, Gazeta Wyborcza

When the relationship between the Church and the 
state seems to be indissoluble, and church authorities 
try to influence with all their power any secular 
institutions and the decisions of individuals, the 
creators of the play find out whether the resistance 
to those mechanisms is still possible. To what extent 
are our decisions influenced by Catholic morals? How 
do they affect the perception of people who declare 
their independence from the Church, and what do they 
mean for those who regard themselves as Catholics? 
And most of all: to what extent is modern art defined 
by religious censorship, self-censorship, and avoidance 
of the accusation of “ insulting religious beliefs”?
The Curse employs motives from Wyspiański’s drama 
to create a multi-layered landscape of modern 
religiousness and non-religiousness. As part of the 
theatre, governed by its own hierarchy and employing 
various subordination and humiliation mechanisms, 
the creators wonder whether they are able to 
overcome fear of the authority, or even to dispose of 
the authority itself.

dramaturg Agnieszka Jakimiak, Joanna Wichowska, Goran Injac
costume designer Sandra Dekanić
lighting director Jacqueline Sobiszewski
scenography collaboration Małgorzata Dzik
director’s assistants Mateusz Atman, Jakub Skrzywanek
stage manager Kuba Olszak
actors Karolina Adamczyk, Klara Bielawka, Maria 
Robaszkiewicz, Barbara Wysocka, Julia Wyszyńska, Jacek Beler, 
Arkadiusz Brykalski, Michał Czachor

The Curse
based on Stanisław Wyspiański’s drama 
director: Oliver Frljić

Award ‘Glasses 
of equality’ for 

social justice 
and combating 

poverty



After the premiere of ‘The Curse’, Powszechny Theatre 
became a target of unprecedented attacks from far-
right and conservative Catholic groups. The Polish 
Public Television showed several scenes taken out of 
context from an illegal, stolen recording of the play, 
sparking a witch hunt against the creators of the 
play. For many months, employees of the Theatre, 
including mostly the actors performing in ‘The Curse’, 
received threats and fell victim to hate speech. 
During subsequent performances, the building of the 
Theatre was often blockaded by prayer groups and 
aggressive members of nationalist organisations with 
fascist leanings, with the support of the ruling party 
politicians. The Ministry of Culture opposed the play 
with economic censorship, taking away grants from 
organisations that collaborated with the director or 
wanted to perform ‘The Curse’ at festivals and other 
events. In the meantime, the Warsaw authorities 
declared their disagreement with censorship in art; the 
Theatre also received support from a large part of the 
artistic community, independent liberal organisations 
and, most importantly, the viewers who give long 
standing ovation to each performance of ‘The Curse’. 

This is purely demonic and 
diabolical persuasion!!!!!!!  

Let the things that go on at this 
theatre become a curse if you do 
not open your eyes, because this 
outrage and sowing evil will lead 

to your self-destruction!

A BULLET TO THE HEAD 
FOR YOU!!!  

AWAY WITH THIS THEATRE!!! 
THIS IS A DISGRACE 

FOR POLAND AND ITS 
CAPITAL CITY!!!!

Pigs are more suited for the 
stage of this theatre than 

these disgusting pseudo-actors 
performing The Curse!!! Pigs 

would be better behaved 
than those degenerates!!!. 

My impressions? sewer, cesspool, 
dung, stench, decay and rot!!!

30 years ago, when people 
were normal, there were no 

such perverted psychopaths, 
and if any such people existed, 

they were locked in mental 
institutions for sexual perverts. 

Amen.

Even criminals from maximum 
security prisons could not cause 

so much evil. I pity all those 
“artists” and actors of yours 

because they strip away their 
humanity and dignity, exuding 

hatred and contempt.  
This value of this play is equal to 
a bath in excrement (it is enough 
to see fragments of it to become 

deeply convinced).

The fragments above are taken from e-mails 
sent to our Theatre. Spelling as in the original. 



dramaturg Paweł Sztarbowski
set designer Robert Rumas
costume designer, lighting director Agata Skwarczyńska
music Stefan Węgłowski
dance director Izabela Żak
stage manager Barbara Sadowska
actors: Aleksandra Bożek, Ewa Skibińska, Grzegorz Artman, 
Grzegorz Falkowski, Michał Jarmicki, Oskar Stoczyński, 
Kazimierz Wysota

Łysak, consistently drawing from the poetics and language 
of the piece, looks for the kind of solutions which transcend 
the well-known reservoir of theatrical conventions and 
elude stylistic homogeneity of imaging. He tries to articulate 
the ideological oppositions which appear in the process in 
an expressive way, without avoiding allusions and cultural 
references. While preparing their roles, the actors were 
given the opportunity to add subtext, which was best used 
by Grzegorz Falkowski and Ewa Skibińska. Łysak managed 
to […] maintain the existential aura of the drama and go 
beyond the simplicity of moral judgments.

Wiesław Kowalski, teatrdlawas.pl

About the best scenes: These are the scenes where Jacek 
Kuroń rushes through life between walls of decorations 
which entrap him within the frames of a museum exhibition. 
Those where he struggles for the idealistic good, sometimes 
floundering into nonsense. Those where he does not allow 
himself be wrapped up in the shroud of a white and red 
flag falling from the ceiling. Those where he loves with crazy 
passion his two dear lovers, Poland and his wife Gaja – both 
wonderful, demanding, and sometimes bad-tempered, 
which Ewa Skibińska manages to capture in a sober, 
sharp and dramatic way. The unholy Jacek is played by 
Oskar Stoczyński, a young actor who bears absolutely no 
resemblance to the original, focused and ardent, hot and 
distanced. His silhouette is a focus point for the dream of a 
world a hundred times richer and more beautiful than this 
little grove where we got ourselves chased into like fools.

Jacek Sieradzki, Zwierciadło

Jacek Kuroń – the legend of polish opposition, 
a dissident, a left-wing politician, social activities, but 
also a man whose name lies on the sidelines of public 
discourse. The recent play by Małgorzata Sikorska-
Miszczuk shows the events from his life that have 
sunk literally and figuratively in a cruel, at times funny 
world of the non-existent story: ‘Passion according 
to St. Jack’. Facts, myths, and memories about the 
title hero are collated with the question about the 
degree in which we tend to manipulate in this day 
and age words and storytelling about our common 
(relatively recent) history. The story about Jack Kuroń 
is not bibliographical in nature. Rather, it constitutes 
an attempt to deal with his legend and legacy; an 
opportunity to ask questions about the functioning of 
his ideals about the present social life and the price he 
paid while fighting for their survival.

Kuroń. Passion 
according to 
St. Jack
by Małgorzata Sikorska-Miszczuk
director: Paweł Łysak

Award ‘Glasses of equality’  
for social justice  

and combating poverty



The strength of the theatrical ‘The Peasants’ 
lies not only in the imagination of the 
director, but also in the acting – full of 
energy, vigorous and ironic at the same time. 
(…). Everything is exaggerated, witty and 
accurate. Garbaczewski becomes a master 
of theatrical grotesque. 

Witold Mrozek, Gazeta Wyborcza

Garbaczewski’s play exposes and diagno-
ses, aptly avoiding any bias. He points to 
discrimination as a natural fate of a peculiar 
entity in a hermetic community. The contin-
ued existence of a group depends on black 
solidarity. However, it is not about finding 
a scapegoat or anthropological theories of 
solving social crises. The character of Jagna 
is a kind of unconscious provocation, a test 
for the others – this makes ‘The Peasants’ 
more than a morality tale about the 
oppression of a woman seeking freedom, it 
is rather a contemplation of the standards 
governing every community.

Dominik Gac, teatralny.pl

From the grand novel of Władysław Reymont, 
Krzysztof Garbaczewski picks out the issues related 
to the environment and emancipation, tracing the 
relationship between humans and the natural world, in 
his own way defining the need and meaning of work. 
In a multi-level production, he confronts the ideas of 
the writer with modern thought, creating a world of 
beings which are in part people, animals, and robots 
who seek a purpose for their existence. The world of 
Reymont’s ‘The Peasants’ shown by Garbaczewski 
is also an arena for performance arts depicting the 
drama of communities often functioning on the basis 
of violence towards women and relationships of 
exclusion.

The novel, which gave the author a Nobel Prize in 
1924, illustrates the life of a fictional village of Lipce 
at the end of the 19th century. Usually read as an 
ethnographic record of the past, today it reveals anew 
its myth-making and creative power of language. The 
roots of Polish mentality, as described by historian 
Andrzej Leder, are in the provincial relation of ‘who 
holds the whip and whose back is whipped,’ and goes 
on even further – into the depths of the human spirit, 
whose sense can be found in subordination to the 
eternal cycle of nature.

The Peasants
based on Władysław Reymont’s novel 
director: Krzysztof Garbaczewski

adaptation, direction Krzysztof Garbaczewski
set designers Krzysztof Garbaczewski, Jan Strumiłło
costume designer Sławomir Blaszewski
video Robert Mleczko
music Jan Duszyński
lighting director Bartosz Nalazek
edition of texts Karolina Kapralska
director’s assistant Radosław Mirski
stage manager Barbara Sadowska
actors: Karolina Adamczyk, Klara Bielawka, Anna Ilczuk, 
Magdalena Koleśnik, Ewa Skibińska, Barbara Wysocka, 
Julia Wyszyńska, Grzegorz Artman, Arkadiusz Brykalski, 
Michał Czachor, Grzegorz Falkowski, Michał Jarmicki, 
Andrzej Kłak, Mateusz Łasowski, Paweł Smagała, Julian 
Świeżewski, Kazimierz Wysota

Magda 
Koleśnik 

-  award for 
young artist 

on 4th Festival 
of the New 
Theater in 
Rzeszów



It is a play built on the actor’s personalities. It is also another 
proof, after ‘The Curse’ of Oliver Frljić and ‘The Peasants’ of 
Krzysztof Garbaczewski, that Powszechny Theatre is not just 
a collection of well-known names (often proven somewhere 
else) who accidentally found themselves in the Warsaw 
district of Praga. It is a team of genuine actors, some of 
whom are among the best in Poland, who excel in many 
different roles..

Witold Mrozek, Gazeta Wyborcza

‘Falling’ is an attempt to answer the question: why 
is the modern world becoming so radical and the 
society is making right turn so rapidly? This will not 
be a sociological analysis. It will be a family story 
with psychological nuances. Schilling is basically 
spinning a Chekhovian tale which gradually shows the 
tragedies and entanglements of each protagonist. 
There is a liberal professor with homosexual 
tendencies, unable to be honest with himself and 
people around; his daughter, watching her parents 
unsustainable behavior, becomes frustrated and 
considers a radical change; or a jobless loser and 
his daughter, who becomes pregnant and considers 
an abortion; and there is a young worker who 
dreams about going abroad and gives up on love to 
regain self-respect. The continuous setback of those 
individual stories, the hypocrisy, negligence, and 
intellectual idleness lead to a tragedy.

script based on acting improvisation Árpád Schilling,  
Annamária Láng
dramaturg Bence Bíró
translator Patrícia Pászt
production manager Ildikó Ságodi
director’s assistant Zofia Gustowska
stage manager Kuba Olszak
actors: Klara Bielawka, Anna Ilczuk, Ewa Skibińska, Arkadiusz 
Brykalski, Michał Jarmicki, Wiktor Loga-Skarczewski, Julian 
Świeżewski

Falling
by Árpád Schilling, Annamária Láng
director: Árpád Schilling



The refrain of the play is can-can, which for Mann was a 
symbol of dumb and thoughtless art. The story of Mephisto 
will be also told at Powszechny Theatre. In the excellent 
reconstruction scene, Maria Robaszkiewicz recollects her 
performance in a Mann’s play in 1983, shortly before the 
martial law was repealed and two months before the end 
of the actors’ boycott of television caused by its imposition. 
To what extent did that gesture make sense and to what 
extent is it viable today? This question hovers somewhere in 
the background of Błońska’s play. 

Witold Mrozek, Gazeta Wyborcza

‘I never really cared about the politics so why would 
I be interested in it now? To me, theatre is the only 
form of freedom. I am an actor: I go to the theatre, 
I play a role, I go back home. That’s it’ says Hendrik 
Höfgen, the protagonist of a book by Klaus Mann 
and a movie by István Szabó after learning that 
Hitler rose to power. The story about a chamaeleon-
like actor who smoothly forms alliances with any 
authorities is becoming disturbingly topical in other 
times. The movie by István Szabó directed in 1981 was 
interpreted as a commentary on regimes in Eastern 
Europe of the time.

‘The Mephisto’ premiere, which took place in the 
Powszechny Theatre in 1983, rose from the memory 
about the martial law and the attitidues of artists 
towards the government at the time of Polish People’s 
Republic (PRL). In 2017, ‘The Mephisto’ is performed 
in a theatre in which the nationalists hurl their flares, 
a theatre stigmatised from the pulpits or rostrums in 

director Agnieszka Błońska
dramaturg Joanna Wichowska
set designer Robert Rumas
costume designer Natalia Mleczak
lighting director, video projections Artur Sienicki
director’s assistant Emilia Korsak
stage manager Kuba Olszak
actors: Karolina Adamczyk, Klara Bielawka, 
Aleksandra Bożek, Maria Robaszkiewicz, Grzegorz 
Artman, Arkadiusz Brykalski, Oskar Stoczyński

Mephisto
based on Klaus Mann’s novel 
and István Szabó’s film 
director: Agnieszka Błońska

the Parliament; a theare whose entrance is protected 
by the police to maintain security. All this in a country 
in which a decision to appear in public media is 
burdened with dillemas we have only known from 
the history.

‘Don’t panick. Keep a sharp mind…’ Hendrik Höfgen 
comments on the fears of his friends oppositionists.  
Are we all Höfgens? Can we become them at any 
time? Where does compromise end? Where does 
opportunism begin? If we mark this border, will we 
be consolidated in our feeling of moral superiority? 
Or maybe this is an attempt to save whathever 
dignity it has left? Who is or wants to be a Wallenrod, 
who wants to be invincible? And what courpses are 
lying around in the wardrobe of contemporary self-
appointed non-conformists?

The premiere was part of the 2nd edition of Happy 
City Festival.



In Chekhov’s ‘The Seagull’, played on the small stage of 
Powszechny Theatre, Treplyov does not ask about new 
theatrical forms, but the attitudes of the people of the 
theatre, who eagerly call themselves leftist, but in fact 
are divorced from life and despise the common folk, with 
their stomachs full and complacency about their artistic 
‘transgressions.’

Aneta Kyzioł, Polityka

In Chekhov’s drama, a group of artists spends their 
holiday in the countryside, bringing their frustrations, 
love stories, work, desire for fame and fulfillment. In 
this place, everyone is infected with the virus of art: 
a famous actress Arkadina; her son, Konstantin, who 
would like to remain an independent artist; her lover, 
Trigorin, a successful writer; Nina, a young girl who 
desperately wants to become an actress; a doctor who 
cannot stand living in the countryside; a poor teacher; 
Masha who desires to become the muse of some artist; 
and Arkandina’s dying sister, who still cannot come 
to terms with the fact she has not become even the 
lousiest writer.

The modern adaptation of ‘The Seagull’ presents 
a painful analysis of artists’ attitudes; it becomes 
a story about indolent elites whose distant ideas have 
been buried by comfort and conformism. It tells about 
former rebels who sell their ideals and become self-
content ‘ham actors’; about artists who, detached from 
the rest of society, become a selfish elite that will do 
anything in its power to defend its position and refuse 
to acknowledge the incoming doom.

translator Agnieszka Lubomira Piotrowska
set and costume designer, lighting director Agata Skwarczyńska
director’s assistant Damian Kwiatkowski
scenography collaboration Małgorzata Dzik
stage manager Barbara Sadowska
actors: Karolina Adamczyk, Aleksandra Bożek, Maria 
Robaszkiewicz, Julia Wyszyńska, Grzegorz Artman, Jacek Beler, 
Mateusz Łasowski, Oskar Stoczyński

The Seagull
by Anton Czechow
director: Wojciech Faruga



Forum for the Future 
of Culture
 
18 19 November 2017 

Forum Przyszłości Kultury stanowiło przestrzeń namysłu nad 
znaczeniem i perspektywami rozwoju kultury we współcz-
esnej Polsce. W czasie, gdy instytucje ulegają destrukcji, wol-
ność słowa jest ograniczana, a sfera publiczna poddawana 
zapędom cenzorskim, potrzebna jest nowa wizja kultury 
promującej postawy krytyczne, różnorodność, otwartość, 
empatię dla inności i poszanowanie praw mniejszości.
Program Forum Przyszłości Kultury wypełniły spotkania 
z udziałem ruchów obywatelskich, prezentacje projektów 
badawczych, debaty, spektakle, pokazy oddolnych inicjatyw 
kulturalnych i działań artystycznych czerpiących z energii 
społecznego buntu. Połączyliśmy artystów, badaczy 
i aktywistów społecznych, wierząc, że to w ich działaniach 
podejmowane są tematy kluczowe dla rozwoju demokracji, 
które w obszarze oficjalnej polityki od lat spychane były 
na margines.

Kontekstem dla prac Forum Przyszłości Kultury były teksty 
zamówione u wybitnych humanistów, a także rozpoczęty we 
wrześniu cykl debat organizowanych w całej Polsce.



The Rats
based on Gerhart Hauptmann’s drama
director: Maja Kleczewska
co-production with Divine Comedy International 
Theatre Festival

translation Tomasz Małyszek
writers Maja Kleczewska, Łukasz Chotkowski
dramaturg Łukasz Chotkowski
set and lighting designer, video, found footage Wojciech Puś
music Paweł Krawczyk
costume designer Konrad Parol
actors Karolina Adamczyk, Eliza Borowska, Aleksandra Bożek, 
Magdalena Koleśnik, Karina Seweryn, Maria Robaszkiewicz, 
Tomasz Chrapusta, Michał Czachor, Michał Jarmicki, 
Mateusz Łasowski

Maja Kleczewska and playwright Łukasz Chotkowski 
relocate Hauptmann’s play to modern Warsaw. 
Particular scenes of the play involve Warsaw elite 
circles who usurp their right to reprimand and educate 
the society. The play’s line-up consciously includes 
actors who every day appear on the silver screen in 
the majority of Polish households.

The Doll. The best  
is yet to come
based on Bolesław Prus’ novel 
director: Wojciech Faruga

writers Wojciech Faruga, Paweł Sztarbowski
set and costume designer, lighting director Agata Skwarczyńska
dramaturg Paweł Sztarbowski
music Joanna Halszka Sokołowska
from the band Der Father
director’s assistant Damian Kwiatkowski
actors Karolina Adamczyk, Aleksandra Bożek, Maria 
Robaszkiewicz, Anita Sokołowska, Joanna Halszka Sokołowska, 
Julia Wyszyńska, Jacek Beler, Marcin Czarnik, Michał Jarmicki, 
Damian Kwiatkowski, Piotr Ligienza, Michał Tokaj

‘The Doll’ is the world of decaying categories and 
illusions which obscure the reality. You could say 
that all protagonists have one thing in common: 
they feel this is not where they belong, which results 
in the imagination of utopian worlds and idealised 
versions of themselves. They all find it problematic to 
get accustomed to their environment, anticipating at 
the same time the arrival of a new, unknown order. 
They feel that the current world order in the world 
needs to be changed, but at the same time they lack 
a strong imperative that could introduce this change. 
Unfulfillment, sense of failure, disappointment it turns 
out that while sticking to the 19th century realities and 
carefully reading ‘The Doll’, we will get very close to 
our modern dilemmas and questions.

Roar, China!

by Siergiej Tretiakow
director: Paweł Łysak

dramaturg Sebastian Majewski
set designer Barbara Hanicka
lighting director Damian Pawella
choreography consultations Kaya Kołodziejczyk
music actors’ team under the leadership of Jacek Beler and 
Krzysztof Nowicki
consultations about subject matter Sławomir Sierakowski
assistants Filip Gieldon, Iwona Bandzarewicz 
actors: Karolina Adamczyk, Eliza Borowska, Magdalena Koleśnik, 
Grzegorz Artman, Jacek Beler, Arkadiusz Brykalski, Michał 
Czachor, Michał Jarmicki, Mateusz Łasowski, Grzegorz Otrębski, 
Michał Sitarski, Michał Tokaj

A colonizer dies in a Chinese port in suspicious 
circumstances. In revenge, the captain of an English 
ship orders to execute two innocent Chinese. Will the 
rebellion of residents against a handful of privileged 
policy-makers from Europe turn out to be the 
beginning of fight for freedom and dignity of men? Will 
the women, with sexuality as their only weapon and 
taint, be able to stop their husbands and lovers before 
the conflict escalates? Or will they trigger their primal 
instincts of revenge and domination over the weaker?

The creators of ‘Roar, China!’ once again discuss 
revolution and social disparities in the modern world. 
The play manifests the struggle to gain the right 
to the independence of a unit that faces a brutal 
discrimination. The political clarity is collated with 
a primitive strength and great emotions, and all this is 
emphasized by marvelous acting.

Unbearably Long Embraces
by Iwan Wyrypajew
director: Iwan Wyrypajew

translator Agnieszka Lubomira Piotrowska
set designer Anna Met
costume designer Katarzyna Lewińska
music Cazimir Liske
stage manager Kuba Olszak
actors: Karolina Gruszka, Julia Wyszyńska, Maciej Buchwald, 
Dobromir Dymecki

The action of the play takes place in New York City 
and Berlin. There are four characters: three of them 
come to NYC from Europe in search of a ‘better’ 
life, whereas one of them is a New Yorker, born and 
raised. The entire group fails to find balance, their life 
turns into a nightmare, but suddenly they undergoes 
an amazing experience. Due to encounter with 
cosmic consciousness, their lives are completely 
changed forever.

Grand Prix the Great Award of the Audience at 
the 51th Small Theatre Festival KONTRAPUNKT in 
Szczecin

Karolina Gruszka, Julia Wyszyńska, Dobromir 
Dymecki i Maciej Buchwald Honorable Mention for 
excellent performance of a theatre music score, 
highlighting musicality and searching for new forms 
of speaking in the theatre



The Majdan’s diaries
by Natalia Worożbyt
director: Wojtek Klemm

translator Agnieszka Lubomira Piotrowska 
realization Wojtek Klemm, Efrat Stempler 
dramaturgy Joanna Wichowska 
scenography Anna Met 
music Micha Kaplan 
assistant of set designer Dorka Budacz 
stage manager Julia Ossowska-Saar 
actors: Paulina Chrusciel, Paulina Holtz, Maria Robaszkiewicz, 
Grzegorz Falkowski, Michał Tokaj, Michał Sitarski, 
Kazimierz Wysota

The play is based on the accounts of witnesses and 
participants of the events at the Independence 
Square in Kiev in 2013, which condensed the facts 
and emotions of these days. The protagonists are 
swept by the heat of revolution, which takes various 
forms. Enthusiasm and despair, sense of power and 
terror of violence, fascination with the community 
and loneliness of mourning. Do we, who live in safe 
countries, have access to any such experiences?

War and Peace
based on Leo Tolstoy’s novel
director: Marcin Liber

dramaturgy and adaptation Paweł Sztarbowski 
scenography Mirek Kaczmarek 
costumes Grupa Mixer 
music Krzysztof Kaliski, Filip Kaniecki 
actors: Aleksandra Bożek, Paulina Chruściel, Joanna Drozda, 
Anna Moskal, Katarzyna Maria Zielińska, Jacek Beler, 
Mariusz Benoit, Dobromir Dymecki, Grzegorz Falkowski, 
Piotr Ligienza, Andrzej Mastalerz, Michał Tokaj, Sławomir Pacek, 
Piotr Stramowski 

An adaptation of a novel considered a Russian 
national epic. For the creators of the play, it became 
a starting point for a story of the cruelty of war and 
Russian imperial yearnings, and also a lens for looking 
at our Polish image of our powerful neighbour from 
the East. The play was created under the thematic 
section:

Both premieres were part of a project called What to 
kill each other for? War. Peace. Ukraine.

Fantazy
based on Juliusz Słowacki’s drama 
director: Michał Zadara

dramaturgy Daniel Przastek 
scenography Robert Rumas 
costumes Julia Kornacka 
light Artur Sienicki 
costume assistant Arek Ślesiński 
assistant director Anna Czerniawska 
stage manager Kuba Olszak
actors: Karolina Bacia, Paulina Holtz, Anna Moskal, Nela 
Nykowska, Barbara Wysocka, Mariusz Benoit, Michał Czachor, 
Grzegorz Falkowski, Mateusz Łasowski, Michał Sitarski, 
Kazimierz Wysota

The Second Bard presents the attitudes, lifestyle, and 
pursuit of romanticism from the 19th century with some 
irony. The protagonists include impoverished gentry, 
figures detached from reality, and the last idealists 
who spend their live for a worthy cause. The play 
which features comedy elements, full of unexpected 
plot twists, does not leave any room for interpretation 
it brutally deals with our identity and presumptions. 
Having carefully read Słowacki’s work, Michał Zadara 
presents the world of hypocrites and small time people, 
disclosing sources of modern inhibitions, stereotypes, 
phobias. It’s a mirror you may want to see.

The main acting award for Barbara Wysocka at 
the 1st edition of the ‘Living Classics’ Contest for 
Staging of Early Works of Polish Literature

Lilla Weneda
based on Juliusz Słowacki’s drama 
director: Michał Zadara

dramaturg Anna Czerniawska 
set designer Robert Rumas 
costume designer Arek Ślesiński 
lighting director Artur Sienicki 
director’s assistant Anna Czerniawska 
stage manager Kuba Olszak 
project coordinator Marta Kuźmiak
actors: Karolina Adamczyk, Paulina Holtz, Barbara Wysocka, 
Arkadiusz Brykalski, Grzegorz Falkowski, Michał Kruk, 
Edward Linde-Lubaszenko, Bartosz Porczyk, Michał Tokaj

‘The Lilla Weneda’s’ action takes place at prehistoric 
times of brutal, legendary pre-Christian Poland during 
the war between two mythical Polish tribes: Veneti and 
Lechites. Zadara sets this drama in the 20th century 
and uses Słowacki’s drama as the key to our present 
state of mind of the 21st century that has still not 
forgotten what has happened in the past.

The production of the play has been co-financed as part of the 
Competition for Staging of the Old Works of Polish Literature 
‘Classics Alive’, organised to celebrate the 250th anniversary of 
public theatre in Poland. The competition is organised by the 
Ministry of Culture and National Heritage and Zbigniew Raszewski 
Theatre Institute.



theatre
& community

Powszechny Theatre is located in the Warsaw 
district of Praga. This is the only part of town 
which was not destroyed during World War 2, 
and therefore retained its unique character. 
However, as a result of many years of neglect, for 
a long time it was considered inferior, unsafe and 
rundown. As the only major cultural institution 
in this part of Warsaw, the Theatre takes active 
part in a large-scale, long-term project to 
revitalise the district. Our actions in this regard 
have two dimensions: one of them is aimed at 
the residents of Praga and the activists, artists 
and NGOs who work here, whose initiatives we 
support. The other dimension intends to change 
the image of this district and present it as a place 
of wide-ranging social and artistic activities. In 
our work, we try to emphasise the unfavourable 
phenomena associated with urban growth 
such as gentrification and exclusion of a part of 
population. 



Powszechny Garden
The Powszechny Garden is a joint initiative of the 
Powszechny Theatre and Strefa WolnoSłowa with 
generous support of the Goethe-Institut. Within a few 
months, the Garden became a place for discussion, 
exchange of knowledge, experience and skills, and 
leisure. It is a place for cultivating
plants and learning how to transform the 
neighbourhood; how to introduce greenery among 
the city’s concrete landscape not only by making it 
greener, but also more inspiring and encouraging 
to take part in collaborative community projects, 
leading an active life in the community and caring 
for the people and places in the neighbourhood. 
The Powszechny Garden is a proposition of 
a new community organisation where the level 
of development is measured not by GDP but the 
happiness index, like in Bhutan, where the city space 
has an influence on good relations between residents, 
fostering development and exchange of ideas. 

The Powszechny Garden has also became a space 
where you are free to question the prevalent patterns 
and ways of thinking about the functioning of 
modern societies, and where you could find out about 
alternative forms of economy or urban policy. The 
Garden has given us a chance to talk about new ways 
of living in a community. Through artistic projects 
and collaborative work, we are building a “new 
agora” where, through cultivation of plants, dialogue 
and artistic activity, we think about how the place 
where we live, its architecture and spatial planning 
affect our relationship with the environment and our 
participation in the public life and neighbourhood 
community. What would you like to change in the city, 
in the public debate, or in the structure of society, 
and how can you influence this change, even through 
smaller initiatives in our area?

Common
Garden

Mózg Powszechny
Mózg (“the Brain”) is a club in Bydgoszcz where 
contemporary art is promoted and people make 
creative experiments. Established in 1994, it unites 
local artists brought together by the idea of authentic, 
fully original art which avoids imitation. For over 20 
years, the club has shown the work of hundreds of 
artists from all over the world – musicians, painters, 
photographers, performers. It has organised 
thousands of concerts, exhibitions, film shows, theatre 
performances and lectures. A special sphere for 
the club is music oscillating around experiment and 
improvisation. 
In 2014, a branch of the Mózg Club was opened 
at Powszechny Theatre in Warsaw, replacing the 
Workshop Scene. Mózg Powszechny continues 
the mission of the club in Bydgoszcz, focusing on 
experiment, improvisation, exchange of thoughts and 
creative association.

Strefa Wolnosłowa
Stefa was founded by a team of young people 
specialized in theatre, literature, photography, cultural 
animation, cultural and artistic projects, as well as in 
film and travel journalism. Their goal is to organize 
theatre, artistic, cultural and educational activities 
aimed at intercultural and intergenerational dialogue. 
Strefa Wolnosłowa is interested in initiatives where 
the boundary between art and social intervention is 
blurred, raising current problems of Poland, Europe 
and the world. They involve people from various social 
groups in artistic activities which promote taking 
an open attitude towards social reality. Through 
international artistic projects, interdisciplinary 
activities and initiatives involving refugees and 
immigrants living in Poland they promote intercultural 
dialogue, European integration and human rights. 
Their interest lays in broadening human rights 
knowledge, analyzing current world affairs, as well 
as discovering new, innovative methods of cultural 
animation and multicultural education. 





Collaboration, participation, freedom, democracy, civic 
values, eliminating social divisions all these subjects 
have been recently gaining special importance, both 
on local and global scale. These are the values behind 
the Happy City Festival, the first edition of which, 
organized by the Powszechny Theatre, became part of 
the Integrated Revitalisation Programme of the Praga 
District. The name of the festival refers to the popular 
book by Charles Montgomery on how cities, the way 
they are organised, and their infrastructure affect the 
quality and style of life. The Happy City Festival is also 
a new model for the dialogue between the people of 
arts and local communities. The initiative arose from 
the desire to deepen the collaboration between public 
cultural institutions, NGOs and various artistic groups, 
and the residents of Praga.

Some of the events of the 
1st and 2nd edition of the 
Festival

Park Opera
opera

The Vienna Vegetable 
Orchestra
concert

Some use for your broken 
clay pots
by Christophe Meierhans

debates, lectures, 
performative readings, 
radio plays, concerts

performances of refugee 
groups under the ATLAS 
Project

White Power, Black 
Memory
play directed by Piotr 
Ratajczak

In unserem Namen /  
In our name
play directed by Sebastian 
Nübling (Maxim Gorki 
Theatre, Berlin) 

Common Ground
play directed by Yael Ronen 
(Maxim Gorki Theatre, 
Berlin)

Praga’s Si-Fi
premiere of the play by 
Agnieszka Błońska

Croatian theater
play directed by Oliver Frljić
(The National Theatre, 
Rijeka)
 
NO34 Revolution
play directed by Ene-Liis 
Semper, Tiit Ojasoo
(NO99 Theatre, Tallinn)

Happy City 



The Open 
Ząbkowska 
Festival
Festival is launched in mid-July. The event is a part 
of the city’s Integrated Revitalisation Programme, 
organized by the Powszechny Theatre in collaboration 
with animators, artists, clubs and NGOs from Praga, 
the Warsaw’s Praga Museum, the Praga Koneser 
Centre and Campus Warsaw. Otwarta Ząbkowska 
is a form of artistic activity launched in 2015, arising 
from the need to manifest the presence of the Praga’s 
artistic community, reminding that the revitalisation of 

Praga was initiated by their arrival nearly twenty years 
ago. The Ząbkowska Street, closed to traffic, turns into 
a promenade and a stage, while the neighbouring 
yards and alleys became a theatre, a poetry club, 
a playground, and primarily a meeting place. 

The Festival proves that the neighbourhood of the 
Ząbkowska Street can be an active co-participant
and collaborator. The Festival is one of the most 
interesting events of summer in Warsaw, involving
a mixture of disciplines and engaging various fields 
of art: literature, music, film, visual arts, theatre 
and cooking. Fitting in the local character and 
complemented by various activities, educational, 
artistic and hobby workshops, happenings and 
performances in the only such place in Warsaw, it helps 
us stand up for Praga, showing its unique role in the 
urban fabric of our Capital. 



projects 

The projects organised at Powszechny Theatre 
are essentially a combination of artistic, social 
and educational events. This reflects our belief 
that theatre as an institution is not only a place 
where you experience art, but also, or maybe even 
primarily, an open space for public and artistic 
debate. It is a place for meeting and discourse 
where various social group have their place, 
where an exchange of views and experiences 
occurs, where a society based on dialogue and 
participation is born.

It can also be a place where relations between 
various organisations are shaped and new ideas 
concerning the future of culture and art reveal 
themselves.



NO Fear
director: Łukasz Chotkowski

NO Fear is a part of the Polish and Indian cultural co-op-
eration developed by Adam Mickiewicz Institute in the 
framework of activities in Asia. 

Aalst
Pol Heyvaert
director: Radosław Rychcik
co-production with Salon IKSV and IAM 

The event was organized as part of the 2014 cultural pro-
gram celebrating 600 years of diplomatic relations between 
Turkey and Poland. 

Atlas of Transitions. New geographies for a cross-cultural 
Europe is a European project based on audience develop-
ment promoting cross-cultural dialogue and bringing com-
munities together through culture in shared public spaces. 
The project involves innovative European cultural organisa-
tions working together to find new spaces for meeting and 
participation to contemporary performing arts. Members 
are national theatres, centres for contemporary arts and 
production, cultural associations and universities. 

The program covers events planned for the years 2017-2020. 
International partner from Italy, France, Greece, Sweden, 
Albania, Belgium and Egypt are: ERT – Emilia Romagna 
Teatro Fondazione, Alma Mater Studiorum - Università di 
Bologna, Cantieri Meticci, Skampa International Theatre 
Festival, Backa Teater, Motus Terrae, Tjeter Vizion, Théâtre 
de Liège, Le Channel scène nationale de Calais, and Studio 
Emad Eddin. Powszechny Theatre in Warsaw with the Strefa 
WolnoSłowa Foundation and the Centre of Migration 
Research at the University of Warsaw are the Polish partners 
of the project. The program includes production of theatrical 
plays, organisation of workshops, and research and social 
activation activities to develop the potential of knowledge 
and awareness concerning migration. 

international 
co-productions

Project co-funded by the Creative Europe 
programme of the European Union.



The agenda of the Forum for the Future of Culture was filled 
with meetings attended by civic movements (feminist, eco-
logical, LGBT, civil rights), presentations of research projects 
and grassroots cultural initiatives, debates, performances, 
and artistic activities drawing from the energy of social 
rebellion. We connected artists with researchers and social 
activists, believing that their actions tackle the issues which 
are key for the development of democracy, and which for 
many years have been pushed to the margin of mainstream 
politics.

The context for the Forum for the Future of Culture were 
articles commissioned from prominent scholars and a cycle 
of debates organised all over Poland, which started in 
September.

or building an open and diverse society. The topics selected 
by the Congress initiators were gathered in 42 working 
groups and divided into sections focusing on education, 
self-organization and institutionalization of culture, culture 
and democracy, cultural policies, Europe, migration and 
multiculturalism.

The Congress of Culture formulated over 120 recommenda-
tions, guidelines and initiatives.

Better cultural education, dialogue despite differences, safe-
guarding freedom of artistic expression and social solidarity 
are among the most important ones. Congress participants 
focused on issues concerning social responsibility, hate 
speech, violence and civic engagement.

Forum for the 
Future of Culture
 
18–19 November 2017 

The Forum for the Future of Culture was a space for thinking 
about the meaning and perspectives of development of 
culture in modern Poland. In a time when institutions are 
destroyed, the freedom of speech is restricted, and the 
public sphere falls prey to censorship, there is a need for a 
new vision of culture promoting critical attitudes, diversity, 
openness, empathy for otherness, and respect for the rights 
of minorities.

Congress of 
Culture
7–9 October 2016

Congress of Culture was a big cultural meeting initiated by 
artists, authors, curators, animators of culture, publishers, 
journalists, educators, scientists and social activists, con-
cerned about the condition of culture in Poland. Among 
the main issues to be raised by the Congress were the 
problems of cultural autonomy, freedom of artistic creation, 



City. Between utopia
and disilusionment
Project was carried out
between March and May 2015

We all feel that we are nearing some critical point. Old ideas 
have run out and there is nothing new said Olga Tokarczuk 
in one of her interviews. Such timing makes us dream about 
social changes and a new reality, it triggers the need to 
create future. But what happens when idealistic visions of 
our understanding of the world, associated with practical 
activities in a town, district or institution, clash with the real-
ity? Is a radical change possible and is it necessary?
Are we doomed to remain between perfection and the 
possibility of achievement of perfection for ever? Perhaps, 
it is the perspective of remaining between utopia and disilu-
sionment that makes us capable of any action?

Praga. Between utopia and disilusionment
workshop plays of direction students

Minimum
director: Michał Salwiński

Praga Horror Story
director: Agata Baumgart

Vietnam / Warsaw
director: Aleksandra Jakubczak

Roar!
Project was carried out in
November 2015

A spectre is once again haunting Europe. The spectre of 
growing chauvinism, xenophobia and intolerance. The 
spectre of conservative revolution based on fear of diversity 
and encouragement of social divisions. Several years after the 
global economic crisis there are more and more people dis-
satisfied with parliamentary democracy and those who feel 
that freedom is no guarantee of better existence. The issue of 
class conflicts again emerges during discussions, and the call 
for a new social revolution, required to overcome the crisis, is 
more and more frequently heard. At the same time national-
isms, embedded in the notion of national interest that makes 
the aspirations of an individual insignificant, are reborn. 

Bogusławski. Schiller. Hübner
Theatre and Politics
lecture

By claws and by beak.
Art and democracy
Seminar

Loser
director: Árpád Schelling
Theatre Krétakör, Hungary

Damned be the traitor
of his homeland!
director: Oliver Frljić
Slovensko Mladinsko Gledališče, Slovenia 

What to kill for?
War. Peace. Ukraine 

Project was carried out between
October and November 2014

The project was inspired by the events that took place on 
the Kiev’s Independence Square, which shed a new light on 
such issues as the question of international order, the future 
of the EU, Poland’s security and contemporary means of 
waging a war. Letting the artists speak up during debates, 
exhibitions, workshops, concerts, screenings as well as radio 
and stage presentations, we asked about stereotypes and 
prejudices, about the origins of historical amnesia and the 
fall of solidarity amongst the European states. We invited 
guests to two premieres that illustrated how the situation, 
which we witnessed, unfolded: from the reality of the revolt 
in the Independence Square to the absolute threat of war, 
from the concrete situation of Ukraine to the question about 
our European future.

Everything for sale? 
Project was carried out in
January 2015

[…] the pop culture has managed to turn sexuality as well 
as essential problems of existence […], violence, death, love, 
betrayal, hatred into a nicely wrapped and marketable 
product.

Krystyna Duniec

The contemporary economy is not oriented on satisfaction 
of the society’s needs, but rather strives to create them. 
Therefore, services, lifestyle, entertainment and image may 
all become marketable consumer products. The stars and 
celebrities present in the mass imagination of consumers 
consciously create their images and sell them to viewers via 
the media. Where is the limit of selfcreation? Is Everything 
for Sale?



education

The educational goal of Powszechny Theatre is 
to include the participants in the active creative 
process with various workshops and artistic and 
social actions. We offer practical workshop tools 
for children, youth, seniors and teachers allowing 
them to strengthen their creative potential. By 
referring to the participants’ experiences and 
using the activating methods of theatre work, 
we strive to awaken the ability of creative 
interpretation of art and the real world. A large 
part of our educational endeavours is focused 
on social and civic issues. We try to encourage 
the participants to exchange their views and 
experiences, and to familiarise them with the ideas 
of dialogue, participation and engagement in 
community life. 



The Memory Festival
director: Andrzej Pakuła

TUMULT! Theatre at Museum is a project of the Jewish
Historical Institute Association co-operated by POLIN 
Museum of the History of Polish Jews, Z. Hübner 
Powszechny Theatre in Warsaw, and the Theatre 
Corporation. Co-financed by the Ministry of Culture 
and National Heritage.

Ivona, Princess from 
Bourbon
Magdalena Fertacz
director: Lena Frankiewicz

performances for young people

The State of Emergency
director: Dorota Ogrodzka



The topic of superheroes is the starting point for the 
joint work of the creative teams of Teatr 21 and Teatr 
Powszechny. They will seek answers to the questions: 
who can become a superhero today, to what needs, 
fantasies, aspirations of the contemporary society the 
superheroes respond. The focus will be on such figures 
of collective imagination as Batman, Spiderman, 
Superman, V, and James Bond. 
 
Creators’ announcement:  
There is a country overtaken by fear. People are afraid 
to go out of their homes. The growing wave of violence 
and aggression makes everyone of a different opinion 
afraid to speak out on important issues and fight for 
a better future. Those who differ are being isolated, 
removed from public space. Integration schools are 
being closed, and the word ‘SCRAM!’ appears painted 
on the windows of restaurants where autistic people 
work. The constant pursuit of unifying everything 
leads to secret elimination of any form of otherness. 
Fortunately, there is our last hope: ‘The Superplay’!

The play is produced within the framework of the project: INvisible. TP + T21 
Coproduxers: Teatr 21, Teatr Powszechny in Warsaw 
Project co-financed by the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage.

dramaturg Justyna Lipko-Konieczna
set designer Barbara Hanicka
costume designer Wisła Nicieja
stage movement Justyna Wielgus
music Kamil Tuszyński
lighting director Piotr Pieczyński
video Wojtek Kaniewski
producer Katarzyna Stępniak
stage manager Barbara Sadowska
actors: Magdalena Koleśnik, Aleksandra Skotarek, Julia 
Wyszyńska, Jacek Beler, Grzegorz Falkowski, Jan Adam 
Kowalewski, Michał Pęszyński, Piotr Swend

Supershow
by Justyna Lipko-Konieczna, Justyna Sobczyk 
i Jakub Skrzywanek
directors: Justyna Sobczyk, Jakub Skrzywanek

‘Supershow’ is (…) about 
freedom It makes us feel 
free at them end – against 
everything and anything

Jacek Wakar, Onet Kultura 

A commentary on the 
Polish reality, simple and 
emotional, though not irony, 
addressed primarily to 
younger viewers.

Aneta Kyzioł, Polityka
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our team The International Festival 
of Theatres for Children 
and Youth KORCZAK 
For over 20 years, the KORCZAK Festival has been 
organised by the Polish Centre of International 
Association of Theatres for Children and Young 
People ASSITEJ. It is one of over 70 national centres of 
ASSITEJ, which focuses on theatrical art for younger 
audiences. The KORCZAK Festival was created at the 
initiative of Halina Machulska. The idea of the Festival 
was to carry on the work of Janusz Korczak dedicated 
to the Little People. The Festival is an international 
field day for theatres for children and youth. 
Interesting and original theatrical productions from 
Poland and the entire world are staged during the 
Festival. The KORCZAK Festival is now a permanent 
part of the cultural calendar of Warsaw. It addresses 
difficult issues, sparking discussions on intolerance, 
lack of identity, poverty, addiction problems, conflict of 
generations, and anxiety.

permanent 
projects
workshops in scenography
(for schools)

teacher’s premieres
(for teachers and educators)

methodological notes for 
teachers

family in theatre
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